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Northcross Group Presented at ASIS Maine Chapter
Portland, Maine, April 16, 2015 — Northcross Group (NCG) President Christopher Bender presented
practical steps for building information security programs at the Maine Chapter of the American Society
for Industrial Security International (ASIS) event on April 15 in Portland. The Maine ASIS Chapter holds
five chapter meetings a year for security practitioners.
“Programs are more than a simple collection of projects. A sustainable security program effective in
enhancing an organization’s security posture results from complimentary security efforts that are
aligned with other organizational processes,” noted Mr. Bender during the presentation hosted by Texas
Instruments.
The NCG presentation focused on how to build or enhance comprehensive security programs within an
organization. Mr. Bender outlined how a programmatic focus provides economies of scale and crosspurpose support for the investment of resources in security-related efforts. The session addressed how
programs help guide the evolution of the corporate culture to more effectively embrace security
objectives.
ASIS, founded in 1955, officially changed its name in 2002 to ASIS International. With more than 38,000
members, it is the largest organization for professionals responsible for security. Founded in 1981, the
Maine Chapter is dedicated to carrying out the vision of ASIS International, and serves as a resource for
security professionals throughout the state of Maine. For more information, visit www.asis-maine.org.
Northcross Group is a system integration and security consulting firm that focuses on connecting
people, data, security, and technology to support innovation and compliance. Incorporated in 2006,
NCG has offices in Portland, Maine and Arlington, Virginia. The NCG is comprised of highly skilled
professionals that help organizations better leverage technology and data to drive business value with
expertise and automated tools to empower the organization. For more information on NCG, visit
www.northcrossgroup.com.
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